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Benedikt Wieland | medicine feat. aint about me// Release 5th of august 2022 

 
Medicine is the first single of the solo concept work from Berlin based Swiss / 
German bass experimentalist, improviser, and composer Benedikt Wieland. It also 
marks the beginning of a release series, which is a culmination of a three year-long 
research process into the notion of subverting traditional approaches and sound 
aesthetics associated with the electric bass. In other words, this work is based on a 
language that was specifically developed for this instrument, where, in the words of 
the artist: “the bass guitar becomes an orchestra, and is no longer bound to its 
traditional role as the foundation for harmony and rhythm.” Lukasz Polowczyk, the 
voice of AINT ABOUT ME, can be heard on Medicine, supported by saxophone 
player Simon Spiess. Throughout the process, Wieland checked in with two of his 
production advisers: film composer Alexandre J. Maurer and Norwegian electronica 
artist Jan Bang. Medicine can be best described as an inter-dimensional portal 
leading into the tessellated space underpinning our reality 
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About Benedikt Wieland 
 
 

Benedikt Wieland is a Swiss / German bass experimentalist, improviser, and 
composer currently based in Berlin. His mission is to research, explore, and 
implement approaches to playing the electric bass that subverts and expand on the 
traditional methodologies and sound aesthetics (point of departure: jazz). Wieland is 
the band leader of Kaos Protokoll, a Swiss progressive jazz outfit with whom he 
released a total of three full length records and toured a big chunk of this spinning, 
blue rock. He’s also the owner of the boutique record label Prolog Records. 

 
More informations 
 
www.benediktwieland.com 
www.instagram.com/benediktwieland 
www.bandcamp.com/aintaboutme 
www.alexandremaurer.com 
www.janbang.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 


